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Looking Back, Around, And 
Forward 



Looking Back - What Has The 
Pandemic Taught Us?



Simplicity
• The early Church did not have staff, colleges, worship cd’s, or smoke machines. 

They did not have 5 part series, tons of Bible translations, or even children’s 
programs.  

• BUT 

• The did have a sense of family, a sense of urgency, and a sense of unity. They 
were convinced of the risen Christ and through a passion of the Spirit were willing 
to sacrifice, give to the poor, welcome the outcast and face persecution.  

• AND 

• They grew at an amazing rate.



Failures, Fads, and Functions

• Danger of Success 

• Danger of Commoditizing The Work 

• Danger of Simplifying That Which Is Complex & Complicating That Which 
Is Simple



Success can only happen when we admit our 
mistakes, learn from them, and create a climate 

where it is, in a certain sense, “safe” to fail.



We have sold ourselves into a fast-food model of evangelism and 
discipleship, and it’s impoverishing our spirit and our energies as 

much as fast food is depleting our physical bodies. 

We can not commoditize the movement of God



Systems Theory  
(Simple, Complex, Complicated)



New Ways…

• I believe we need a new way of approaching our ministries. We are going to 
need Incubators, Inventors, and Investors (meaning that the money doesn't 
always insure success but goes to those who are pushing the boundaries)





Looking Around - What 
Challenges Are Facing Us?



“Far too often we’re a happy and hope-filled people 
as long as our churches are prospering, as long as 
we have a seat at the cultural and political table.” 

Evangelism As Exiles



•Fragmented Internet 

•Dispersed Workforce  

•Open VS Closed 
(Information & Leadership)  

•Pride 

•New Pandemics 

•Government Intrusion 

•Sites Shutting people down 

•War and Persecution 

•Algorithms 

•Fraud and Fakes 

•Privacy & Digital Sovereignty 

•“Christian” Tribalism & 
Nationalism



Trust, 
Transparency, and 

Testing



Looking Forward - What 
Opportunities Lay Ahead of Us?



Though we have many challenges and many 
potential problems...All great revivals have taken 

place in times of decline. NOW is the time for hope! 



Fourth 
Revolution





Have a honest 
audit of your team, 
focus, hope, 
strategy, and 
people



Swim Lanes
Outsourcing







Crowd-Sourcing - Partnership





End to End Encrypted Chat 
Secure File Storage 
Private Web Servers

diode.io



Next Steps
https://nextstep.is/presenting-

nextsteps



Measure & Share
Data Driven Insights… 
Not Trivia



FTT 2.0 
MTM - Global Movement Metrics 

Funders 



Narrative Fallacy
“The narrative fallacy addresses our 
limited ability to look at sequences 
of facts without weaving an 
explanation into them, or, 
equivalently, forcing a logical link, 
an arrow of relationship upon them. 
Explanations bind facts together. 
They make them all the more easily 
remembered; they help them make 
more sense. Where this propensity 
can go wrong is when it increases 
our impression of understanding.”



Hope?



We have Hope, because the 
worst thing is not the last 
thing

The word “Hope” is used 71 
times in my English Bible, 
but only 1 time before the 
resurrection



4000 Weeks



What If We Had 
52 Weeks Left?
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